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Abstract: This study examines the changing role of Eva Perón in Argentina from her rise to fame in
the 1940s to her most recent treatment in Argentina by current President Cristina Fernández de
Kirchner during the Bicentennial celebrations in 2010. Eva Perón’s image has been manufactured
and reproduced since her entrée into the world of the theatre and radio in Buenos Aires in the late
1930s. Affectionately known as “Evita” by Perón’s supporters, her iconographic treatment as first
lady involved the constant profusion of photos with Eva and her descamisados [shirtless poor]. This,
along with Peronist propaganda that forwarded an idea of the Peróns as the mother and father of the
nation, proved highly effective and Eva became an emblem of Argentina’s youth, wealth and growing
international importance. However, this attention inspired a backlash from anti-Peronists who forwarded
myriad myths about her. Upon her death at the age of 33, Eva earned a cult-like following and her
husband and supporters forwarded images of her as the Virgin Mary and martyr for the Peronist
cause. On March 6, 2010, Argentine president Cristina Fernández de Kirchner opened The Argentine
Bicentenary Hall of Women and named Eva Perón as the Woman of the Bicentennial. Unlike the re-
ductive portrayals during her life and after her death, Eva’s twenty-first century image has converged
and she has returned as the loyal wife and social crusader. Fernández de Kirchner, who has drawn
parallels to the former first lady throughout her political career, aggressively utilized Eva’s image
when her popularity began to fall in the year leading up to her re-election in October, 2011. Fernández
de Kirchner embraced Eva as a populist icon and the profusion of visual tributes to Perón demonstrated
her importance and the overall power of physical appearance for women in power in Argentina.
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IN 2007 ARGENTINA elected their first female president, Cristina Fernández de
Kirchner. A candidate for the Peronist party and wife of then president, Néstor Kirchner,
Fernández de Kircher ran with the promise of expanding social welfare programs,
fighting for Argentina’s poor, and narrowing the income gap. Throughout her 2007

candidacy, Fernández de Kirchner evoked the image of Eva Perón, Argentina’s abanderada
de los humildes [flag-bearer of the shirtless poor]. Often standing before images of the former
first lady and said to have mimicked Eva Perón in her gestures and clothing, Fernández de
Kirchner was immediately compared with Argentina’s beloved Evita. As one spectator
during a rally for Fernández de Kirchner in 2007 stated, “We are certainly hoping for a rein-
carnation of Evita” (Balch). Fernández de Kirchner had much to gain from aligning herself
with the wildly popular Eva Perón, whose portrait still hangs on the walls of many Argentine
homes, almost sixty years after her death. After winning the presidency in 2007, comparisons
between Kirchner and Perón waned as the president earned a reputation for being a combative
politician whose interest in international relations distanced her from her support base in
Argentina. It wasn’t until the unexpected death of her husband in October 2010 that Kirchner’s
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popularity rose and there was a “fundamental shift in public opinion ... as Argentines sym-
pathized with Cristina and expected less confrontation in politics” (“Argentina’s Férnandez
Poised for Strong Showing”). Indeed, the president was re-elected on October 23, 2011 after
a year of evoking Eva’s memory with larger-than-life tributes to the former first lady and
constant references to her during the Argentine Bicentennial celebrations of 2010.
Eva’s appearance on the political scene in Argentina in the twenty-first century is not

unique. In fact, the former first lady - who died in 1952 - was evoked in the 1970’s, ‘80’s,
and ‘90’s by different Peronist factions as well as other politicians, all hoping to take advant-
age of her popularity and intimate connection with the Argentine working class. Images of
an ill Eva giving impassioned speeches characterized the propaganda of the armed militant
Montoneros Peronist group, while labor unions appropriated photos of Eva with rail workers
in order to put forward the idea of Eva as a compañera for their cause. What differentiates
the use of Eva’s image in 2010 and 2011 is that President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner
has intentionally softened it and has consciously put forward images that remind Argentines
of the populist, charismatic Eva. Simultaneously, the president has distanced herself from
any associationwith the armedMontoneros group by employing benevolent, nurturing images
of the former first lady.
As women involved in politics and wives of former presidents, Férnandez de Kirchner

and Perón have been compared since Cristina’s entrance onto the political scene in 2003.
Both women amassed a great deal of power and both have been reduced to common stereo-
types. Just as Eva received great praise and criticism for her physical appearance and fashion,
so has Fernández de Kirchner been scrutinized for her looks, earning a place on msn.com’s
list of “Hot women politicians.” Further, both women have earned labels commonly relegated
to women in power: Fernández de Kirchner has been called Queen Cristina and referred to
as a “head-slicing machine” (“In nine months”), while Eva was often called a vengeful
Cinderella and the “Woman with the whip.” In a social paradox that mimics much of Eva’s
self-construction in the 1940’s and 1950’s (she was both politically active and played the
role of submissive wife), Fernández de Kirchner has had to re-evaluate and reconstruct her
own image when her popularity began to fall in the last two years. Queen Cristina had to
reach out to Eva’s historic support base - workers and the poor - and used monumental re-
minders of Eva’s connection with the Argentine masses in order to do so.

Eva’s Cult of Personality and the Peronist Propaganda Machine
The popularity of Eva Perón has roots in her personal history and improbable rise to fame.
Although several biographers envisioned her leaving her small hometown in northern Argen-
tina on the arm of a famous tango singer (indeed, many anti-peronist biographies paint Eva
as a manipulative tart), more updated accounts deny this assertion (see Fraser and Navarro’s
biography, Evita 1996). Eva María Duarte’s dream was to become an actress in Buenos
Aires and during her early years in the country’s capital, Eva earned bit parts in a few plays
and eventually earned notoriety as a radio personality. Her pictures appeared in magazines
that followed the life of the stars, and her body, fashion, and personal life were constantly
scrutinized. Eva’s highly publicized relationship with General Juan Perón and their eventual
marriage created another powerful image - that of the Peróns as mother and father of Argen-
tina. Eva’s appeal and physical appearance ushered in a new era of party propaganda in Ar-
gentina. The Peronist political machine capitalized on the reproduction of Eva’s image and
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she was seen on pamphlets, posters, and in magazines, keeping the visual image of the party
a constant in Argentine life. Peronism’s populist platform and widespread appeal to the
working classes was bolstered by photographs of the huge crowds that were organized for
all the important events held by Perón and his wife. Since the rhetoric forwarded by Perón
and Eva focused on access to the historically restricted public sphere for the provincial
masses and working classes, the role of these congregations was essential to the Peróns’
political success. These gatherings created a powerful and unmistakable politcal iconography
and culture.
It seems that both Eva and Juan Perón were acutely aware of her magnetism with the

masses, and Eva’s image was managed with great care. With the power of her persona and
Peronism’s aggressive visual campaign, it is no wonder that Eva became the source of so
much interest - both positive and negative - during her life. Her descamisados adored her
and the cultural elite loathed her. This love-hate binary manifested itself in the formation of
the many myths that followed Eva in life and death and bifurcated her into both the saint
and the social-climber, the nurturing mother and the vengeful Cinderella. Fifty years later,
this binary can be seen in the ways in which Fernández de Kirchner has been portrayed - as
the cold “Queen Cristina” and as the mourning, sympathy-invoking widow after the death
of Néstor Kirchner.

Women in Argentine Politics: The Power of the Corporeal
In her book, La pasión y la excepción, Beatriz Sarlo argues that it was in Eva’s physical
appearance and personal history that the ideas of abundance, freedom and political agency
for those historically left voiceless converged in the 1950’s. Eva’s “estado de bienestar a la
criolla” [Creole welfare state] (93) consisted of direct government assistance that witnessed
the beautiful, impeccably dressed first lady visiting Buenos Aires’s historically poor villas,
or slums, and handing out money, clothing and other household necessities. This direct
government assistance was largely driven by Eva’s charitable foundation, la Fundación Eva
Perón. It was her role in the founding and daily management of this organization that gave
Eva the most contact with the general public. During her years as first lady, the image of
Eva pouring over thousands of letters requesting need was ubiquitous. As a result, the image
of her as a fairy godmother or the beneficent Virgin Mary were common. That image is so
strong, in fact, that President Fernández de Kirchner mentioned it in her justification for
naming Eva the Woman of the Bicentennial in March, 2010. Fernández de Kirchner re-
membered Eva as “una Eva hada” [Eva the FairyGodmother] (“Cristina Fernández homenajeó
a Eva Perón”). Indeed, this image comes across in many writings about Eva, some of which
criticized her as being a vengeful Cinderella - helping the poor to spite the oligarchy. Regard-
less of the label, Eva was the face of the Peronist party, which went to great lengths to
communiate its investment in the poor.
Much like the way in which Eva’s fashion drove her popularity and fueled the public’s

interest, so did the presidential campaign of Néstor Kirchner draw attention to his wife. The
themes oft-repeated in the media coverage of Fernández de Kirchner and her husband during
his campaigning revolved around her physical appearance. Cristina too earned a reputation
for her ensembles: “the party’s latest incarnation is heavily influenced by Argentina’s current
first lady, Cristina Fernández de Kirchner ... in fact, many commentators attribute Fernández
de Kirchner’s extraordinary approval ratings ... in part to his wife, whose lithe attractiveness
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balances her husband’s low-wattage style and earns her credit in a country obsessed with
appearances and physical beauty” (Sax 86). Another commentator continues this reductive
trend: “She is certainly more stylish than he is, sporting a Jackie Kennedy-like designer
collection and a shoe closet rivaling that of ImeldaMarcos” (McDonnell). These quotes reflect
the tendency that arose during Néstor’s presidential campaign of attributing more charisma
and distinction to the fashion-forward future first lady instead of the future president. Indeed,
they also highlight the focus on Fernández de Kirchner’s fashion and physical image.
A fascinating leitmotif in the study of Peronism’s highly visual culture is that of the image

of women in power. As David Sax mentioned in his article “The Power Behind Peronism,”
Argentines are “obsessed” with the corporeal. Thus, even women in powerful positions -
like first lady and president - must keep up appearances. Focusing on her physical appearance
allies Cristina with Eva in another way - she becomes a source of curiosity and discussion.
As such, the attention turns to her body: “Her admirers portray Fernández - with her flowing
hair, infectious smile and rousing speaking style, complete with Evita cadences - as something
special: a magnetic force ready to scale the final ramparts of macho governance here” (Mc-
Donnell). As The Telegraph reported during the presidential campaign of then-Senator
Fernández de Kirchner in 2007, “In a country obsessed with appearance, Mrs. Kirchner
chose a figure-hugging white Armani suit and diamond necklace to begin the campaign to
succeed her husband, Néstor, as president of Argentina” (Balch). Perhaps this obsession
with appearances, then, helps women politicians in Argentina. Eva has certainly maintained
a strong, identifiable imagewith the Argentine people. In Cristina’s evocation of this immortal
woman, she both acknowledges the power of the Eva’s image and attempts to borrow it for
her own political purposes.

The Woman of the Bicentennial
In 2010, Eva returned with much fanfare for Argentina’s bicentennial celebrations. That
Fernández de Kirchner would evoke her during the Bicentennial is not surprising; she is
deeply indebted not only to Eva’s political involvement, but also to the political party that
the Perónsmademainstream in the 1940s. Indeed, it was Eva Perónwho transformedwomen’s
involvement in Argentine politics. Her re-emergence in the twenty-first century is character-
ized by her more traditional female roles as wife and nurturer, and the extremist, revolutionary
side she adopted while ill was not mentioned during the bicentennial. In her current mani-
festation, Eva has lost her vengeful and overly-sanctified persona and appears as a wife, a
first lady deeply committed to social justice, and as a trailblazer for women in Argentine
politics. It is as if twenty-first century Argentina has sifted through the myriad myths of
Eva’s life and what remains is perhaps much closer to Eva’s reality. The real Eva was a
woman active in politics and interested in social welfare; she was an avowedly dedicated
wife; she was aware of her appearance and strove to look appropriate for her highly scrutinized
role as first lady and international celebrity.
The opening of the Argentine Bicentenary Hall of Women was symbolically unveiled by

Fernández de Kirchner on International Women’s Day on March 8, 2010. Selected by
Fernández de Kirchner as the Woman of the Bicentennial, María Eva Duarte de Perón is the
first woman of twelve selected and is shown on her wedding day with husband, Juan. Inter-
estingly, she is not shown speaking to her hordes of followers. Instead, she is standing quietly
next to her husband. In her characterization of the former first lady during her address at the
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opening of the Hall of Women, the president drew attention to her work with the poor and
her involvement with women’s political involvement: “Eva es sin lugar a dudas la mujer del
Bicentenario ... hablar de Eva es hablar de la historia de la mujer en la política” [Eva is
without doubut the woman of the Bicentennial ... to speak of Eva is to speak of the history
of women in politics] (“Cristina Kirchner dijo”). Speaking in front of a projected image of
Eva visiting poor children, Fernández de Kirchner called Eva the creator of social justice.
She also declared that Eva “hubiese merecido ser la primera presidenta de la historia” [de-
served to be the first female president in history]. She continued, “ella despertó también
amores maravillosos y odios terribles como todos los que vienen a cambiar las cosas” [she
inspired both wonderful love and horrible hatred just like anyone who wants to change
things]. Fernández de Kirchner also evoked Juan Perón and alluded to the power and import
of the couple’s politics. Fernández deKirchner waxed nostalgic about her political forebearers’
Argentina and, in conjuring Eva and her husband and in remembering their political success,
the president very clearly presented herself and Néstor as the inheritors of the Pérons’ former
glory. She emphasized this fact as she concluded her speech: “Hoy es su día y no me gusta
decir que está desaparecida. Hay que recordarla, como a Perón, al tomar decisiones de
gobierno” [Today is her day and I don’t like to say that she is gone. She, as well as Perón,
must be remembered when making government decisions] (“Cristina Fernández homenajeó
a Eva Perón”). Fernández de Kirchner’s address casually confronted Eva’s myths and con-
cluded that she was in fact an emblem of Argentine women. With these dedications, Cristina
brought Eva back into the political conversation. She chose images of Eva that reveal her
reality more than cultivate her myth and that soften Eva and, as a result, Cristina. The pho-
tographs Fernández de Kirchner carefully chose, from thousands of other options, solidified
Eva’s legacy as a stalwart supporter of the needy and a dedicated wife and symbolized
Fernández de Kirchner’s desire to be seen in a similar way.
The various interpretations of Eva’s meteoric rise to success and the way in which she

dressed, lived, and died have been reduced (and reproduced) to that of the young, fashionable,
political icon. Perhaps pared down to her most essential attributes, it is telling that 2010 saw
the resurgence of Eva under Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, who harnessed the power of
Eva’s image and used reminders of Eva to fashion her own political persona to re-connect
with the Argentine masses and win her second term in office.What the twenty-first century
appropriations of Eva’s image say about the current social and political situation in Argentina
is noteworthy. There is no doubt that Fernández de Kirchner has utilized the mass appeal of
Eva for her political benefit. Further, Eva’s position as the proud symbol of the Argentine
nation (beautiful, tenacious, prosperous) is encapsulated in the Hall of Women and the many
monuments to the former first lady that were inaugurated during the Bicentennial. Fernández
de Kirchner evoked the beauty and benevolence of Eva Perón not only during her election
campaign in 2007, but also when she inducted her into the Hall of Women. These instances
are clear examples of the nostalgia evoked by Eva’s image.
Argentina’s presidential election took place on October 23, 2011. Férnandez de Kirchner

won easily and her victory and surge of popularity in the last year was attributed to the
sympathy she evoked after the death of her husband, and to her efforts to re-connect with
the Argentine people by palliating her own combative image. To be sure, the president fought
her critics by summoning the legacy of Eva Perón. Fernández de Kirchner was highly criti-
cized for her conflict with farmers in 2008, which resulted in the increase in export taxes on
Argentine agricultural products. A provincial Senator recently decried Fernández de Kirch-
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ner’s “disregard” for Argentina’s farmers and added that the president “looks down on the
rural sector” (“President Cristina Fernandez ‘disregards’”). To counter such criticisms,
Fernández de Kirchner celebrated the fifty-ninth anniversary of Eva’s death with a mammoth
tribute to the former first lady. On July 26, 2011, Fernández de Kirchner inaugurated a huge
iron portrait of Eva that hangs on the south side of the Social Development Ministry. The
image, taken from Eva’s autobiography, is three stories tall. A second image of Eva giving
one of her final speeches will grace the north side of the building. That image, portraying a
more “militant” Eva, will be inaugurated later this year. Interestingly, these two images do
focus on the more rebellious, fiery Eva. As Buenos Aires Historian Laura Macek described
it, “She’s not just the good Evita, the fairy godmother who gave out toys to children, but a
militant Evita committed to a cause” (“Giant Evita Perón statue unveiled”). This tribute to
a more aggressive Eva speaks to Fernández de Kirchner’s triumph both over her political
critics and her husband’s death. The president’s speech about Eva during the dedication
clearly alluded to her re-election: “She was the most hated but the most loved, the most of-
fended, insulted and discounted but the most venerated - the most humiliated but today
eternally victorious ... She taught us that to confront the powerful carries a high price”
(“Giant Evita Perón statue unveiled”). Fernández de Kirchner also recognized Eva as the
“defensora a los humildes ... ella pagó con su vida, gustosa, el precio de ser recordada para
siempre como la abanderada de los humildes” [defender of the humble ... she gladly paid
with her life, the price of being remembered forever as the flag-bearer of the shirtless poor]
(“Rostro de Evita luce”). Thus the polemic images of both President Kirchner and Eva have
coalesced and prove that beauty and power remain formidable in Argentine politics.

Conclusions
Eva’s emergence in 2010 during the Bicentennial speaks not only to her resonance with the
Argentine people but also points to nostalgia for Peronism and its populist ideals. Fernández
de Kirchner, although over fifty years removed from the Peronism of Eva and Juan, invoked
the former presidential couple in order to ally herself with them. In doing so, Fernández de
Kirchner hoped to be associated with Eva and with her image of motherly support for the
Argentine people. To be sure, Eva’s twenty-first century image is much less controversial
than it was during her life and after her death. The varied myths that permeated Eva’s life
and arose from the misconceptions and folklore of her early life are gone. She was the ple-
beian princess who rose from the desolation of poverty on sheer will alone and the calculating
temptress who slept her way to Buenos Aires on the arm of a tango singer. Recent Eva Perón
scholars Fraser, Navarro, and Hall have elucidated the roots of those myths and blame false
information, hasty biographies by anti-Peronist authors, and an absence of proof regarding
Eva’s early sexual exploits for the negative images that abounded both during her life and
after her death.
What arises from a study of themyths and images of Eva is the trend of ascribing archetypal

feminine qualities to her - both to adulate and to condemn her. Eva was considered a whore
and saint, a manipulative parvenue and an incarnation of the Virgin Mary, a tacky provincial
rube and a trendsetting starlit. Interestingly, the portrayals of Eva mirror to a certain extent
the attention given to Argentine President Cristina Fernández de Kirchner during her hus-
band’s candidacy for president. Obviously, political rhetoric and partisanship lead to gener-
alizations and slander, regardless of gender. However, that Cristina and Eva have elicited
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commentaries about their physical beauty and fashion deserves analysis. What is more,
Cristina has evoked comparisons with another powerful female leader - Secretary of State
Hillary Rodham Clinton. Parelleling Kirchner and Clinton due to their “ambition and ruth-
lessness ... and in developing their political careers alongside popular political husbands”
(Wrobel 28), seems to diminish these women’s contributions to the politics of their countries.
Also notworthy is the comparison made by Christopher Andersen in his book American
Evita. Although tenuous, the author aligns Fernández de Kirchner and Clinton based on their
relentless drive for power and their ability to inspire awe and disgust.Much like the media
attention that Fernández de Kirchner received after entering the international political scene,
Eva and Clinton were also subject to the scrutiny of a public searching for a way to understand
the drive of these women in power. Their physical appearances played an important role in
the portrait created by the Argentine and American media, respectively. Cristina and Eva
were the fashionable and motivated wives of Argentine presidents and Hillary is their pas-
sionate and aggressive American counterpart.
What is fascinating about these traditional female archetypes is that, at least in Argentina,

the power of the image remains very strong. It can be argued that without Eva’s youth, beauty
and fashion, her legacy would not have remained such a formidable force in Argentine
politics. Likewise, Fernández de Kirchner would not have employedmyriad tributes to Evita
that softened her image and capitalized on her more feminine qualities - her marriage, her
one-on-one work with the poor, her beauty - if appearance was not of the utmost importance
in Argentina. As a way to palliate her own image, Fernández de Kirchner consciously re-
fashioned it when her popularity began to fall. Also important was the support that amassed
after the president’s husband died in 2010. Cristina expressed her sadness and mourned in
a way that helped to bring her closer to the masses. Argentine voters indeed saw a different,
more feeling Cristina and responded with their political support. Instead of threatening the
body politic with her femininity, Cristina embraced traditional feminine roles - as did Eva
during her life - and her decisive victory in the presidential election shows that Argentines
do indeed prefer a softened Cristina.
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